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TASK 7.3. DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATION & DISSEMINATION
MATERIAL [L: BEC; P: ALL PARTNERS] [M4-M36] INNTERESTING will develop
and maintain a set of communication & dissemination materials to promote the
project’s activities and results, in order to set up and build a network: project
website and newsletter; blog; webinars; development of the project graphic
identity; press releases and articles; scientific publications; showcase booklet;
participation in events, synergies and networking. All materials will consider H2020
project branding and visibility rules and the identity of the project logo. Project
banners will be available for display at meetings and events.
TASK 7.4. IMPLEMENTATION OF COMMUNICATION & DISSEMINATION
PLANS [L: BEC; P: ALL PARTNERS] [M4-M36] On the basis of Task 7.1, this task
will promote the dissemination, transfer, assessment, and/or broad take-up of

DoA

INNTERESTING project results by the target audience and stakeholders. The
project results will be disseminated to stakeholders and end-users in order to gain
domain-related feedback. The publicly accessible web site created at the start of
the project will be managed to describe the goals, partners, and research tasks.
The web site will act as a bridge to communicate results through press releases,
work package reports. It will act as a one-stop-shop for interested companies that
wish to gain awareness of INNTERESTING. For internal collaboration, there will
also be a private area for the consortium to coordinate the tasks, share information
and documentation, and organize virtual meetings. C&D activities will be reported
in Deliverable D7.4.
NNTERESTING project and partners will contribute, upon invitation by the INEA,
to common information and dissemination activities to increase the visibility and
synergies between H2020 supported actions.
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1

Introduction

This document is a deliverable of the INNTERESTING project, funded by the European
Commission (EC) under its Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme (H2020). The
project aims to accelerate wind energy technology development and to extend the lifetime of
wind turbine components by developing innovative virtual and hybrid testing methods for
prototype validation of pitch bearing and gearbox components.
The document is the fourth deliverable of Work Package (WP) 7 “Dissemination and
exploitation activities” and intends to explain the main activities carried out through the year in
the Communication and Dissemination Plans.
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2

Overview of C&D Milestones and Scoreboards

Both Communication and Dissemination Plans have specific scoreboards and milestones. The
current activities report is a detailed review of the different actions defined in these plans,
including the final outcome in terms of indicators.

2.1

Communication & Dissemination Milestones

Milestones for both Communication & Dissemination plans are shown in the following graphic.
Key milestones

Date

Project Identity (logo, guidelines and templates)

M2

Standard presentation

M3

Launch of website

M4

First brochure

M4

First stakeholder group meeting

M5

Roll-up

M6

Introductory video

M9

Second brochure (updated with new results)

M15

Motion graphics video

M18

Third brochure (updated with new results)

M26

Final project conference

M36

Figure 1 – Communication & Dissemination milestones

Milestones referred to year 2020 (M1-M12) are shown in bold letter. All of them were finished
on time, except for the “First Stakeholder Group meetings”, which was delayed to early
September (M9). Although this action was planned and set to happen in May 2020 (M5), the
impact of the COVID pandemic forced to delay it and to hold the meeting virtually. In any case,
this postponement did not have an impact on either the project schedule or other C&D
activities.

2.2

Communication Monitoring Scoreboard

The monitoring scoreboard of the Communication Plan, together with the results achieved in
the first year of the project are shown in the following graphic.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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Target value
Communication activitiy

KPI

Y1

Results

Y2

Y3

Total

Number of views

7.000

2.000

10.000

13.000

30.000

Number of users

500

800

1.000

1.000

1.000

Number of downloaded documents

100

260

300

600

1.000

10

15

10

10

30

Infographics

4

1

0

0

4

Brochures and roll-up

3

3

1

1

5

Number of articles

2

2

2

2

6

Number of tweets

20

80

20

20

60

Number of twitter followers

20

70

30

40

40

Number of LinkedIn news

10

30

10

10

30

2

17

2

2

6

30

21

30

30

90

Website
Project related news published
Communication material
Articles in general media

Social media

Number of PR or short features
Press releases
Number of impacts

Figure 2 – Communication monitoring scoreboard

All goals were achieved except for three cases:
•

•

•

Number of views of the website, which is probably due to the fact that this goal was
overestimated in the Communication Plan. From the results, it is seen that users tend
to visit the website around a couple of times annually. So, the initial expectation of 14
times per user was not adequately defined.
Number of infographics, with the first one already defined, the consortium is currently
working on the elaboration of the other three (one per case study). As the
communication activities in this first year have focused on increasing the general
knowledge of the project, this delay has had no significant impact on the expected
results.
Number of impacts, there was a kick-off meeting press release that had a significant
success in terms of impact (21). However, the other articles have been short stories
published in CORDIS, and therefore are not measured in term of impact.

On the other hand, as it will be further explained later, there has been a very relevant activity
in terms of social media, where the consortium has put effort on identifying key messages from
the public deliverables and using them as a way to generate interest in the project.

2.3

Dissemination Monitoring Scoreboard

The monitoring scoreboard of the Dissemination Plan, together with the results achieved in the
first year of the project are shown in the following graphic.
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Target value
Dissemination activitiy

Scientific outreach

Stakeholder group

KPI

Y1

Y2

Results

Y3

Total

Scientific papers

0

0

4

7

11

Participation in conferences

2

2

8

6

16

Collaboration with PhD & MSc thesis

6

5

4

2

12

20

30

20

20

20

2

2

2

2

6

6.000

10.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

Presence in international trade fairs

2

2

2

2

6

Participants in final conference

-

-

-

80

80

Links with associations

4

7

4

4

4

Joint activities

1

0

1

1

3

Number of stakeholders involved
Number of newsletters issued

Newsletter
Number of contacts receiving issues
Events & networking

Liaison activities

Figure 3 – Dissemination monitoring scoreboard

All goals were achieved except for the indicator “Joint activities”. This liaison with other projects
was expected to be developed in the framework of Wind Energy Hamburg trade fair. However,
the fact that this event was finally held online meant that this activity could not be carried out.
The consortium is currently working in a potential collaboration with the OPEN DEI H2020
project.
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3

Communication activities

This chapter describes the activities carried out related to all marketing tools generated for the
project (Identity, Website, Video, General Information Package) as well as to activities mostly
connected to non-specialist audiences (Articles in General Media, Social Media, Press
Releases).
Key communication activities have been informed to INEA (mostly using twitter) so that it could
use its channels to increase the reach of the project. Communication material has been
published in a repository at the INNTERESTING project website.

3.1

Project identity

A project identity is necessary for a coherent and effective communication. In the case of
INNTERESTING, this identity is composed of three items: logo, graphical layout guidelines
and templates. All components of the project identity were available by the end of M2.
Project logo
The project logo is the main identifier of the project. It should be clear and reach to the main
topics involved in its development. In the case of INNTERESTING, the consortium selected a
logo that was connected to wind energy (turbine), offshore wind (blue colour) and sustainability
(green colour). Two different styles were developed for use in different spaces.

Figure 4 – Primary and secondary logo of INNTERESTING

Graphical layout guidelines
Based on the project logo, additional graphical layout guidelines were defined to convey a
unified image in all communication materials. As shown below, these mainly refer to brand
colours, brand typeface, clear spaces and an additional set of logos for social media.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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Figure 5 – Graphical layout guidelines

Templates
Following graphical layout guidelines, templates to be used throughout the project were also
developed for deliverables (Word), minutes (Word), other documents (Word) and
presentations (PowerPoint).

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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Figure 6 – Deliverable template

Figure 7 – Presentation template

3.2

Project website

The website (www.innterestingproject.eu) is the main communication tool for the project and
the primary information source for the INNTERESTING target audience. Hence, the website
address features in all project’s communication material.
Design, creation and hosting of the website have been carried out as planned (M4). The
website structure follows the Best Practice Guidelines made by the European Commission
[EUWEB]. It is updated continuously in contents and structure.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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Figure 8 – INNTERESTING website

The homepage provides a general overview of the project and the possibility to access detailed
information on:
•

Project (overview, challenge, objectives, impacts, partners, structure, collaboration).

•

Advisory Group.

•

Technological approach (overview, testing methodology, case studies).

•

Sectoral news related to the approach of the project (Scoop-it content curation platform
has been used to feed the website with relevant news).

•

Events of the project.

•

Download section, gathering public deliverables, scientific papers or presentations in
workshops and conferences.

•

Media corner, gathering newsletters, press releases and other resources.

•

Contact information.

The website also includes links to the social media opened on the main digital platform.

3.3

Project video

The project includes the development of two videos. As planned (M9), the first video has been
created containing an introduction to the project, main challenges, objectives, technological
approach, partners, and other basic information. It is available on the project website and in
YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBpHiHjtRkU&feature=emb_logo).

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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Figure 9 – INNTERESTING introductory video

This video is being used whenever possible in other communication and dissemination
activities. As an example, it was shown to the Wind Energy Working Group of the Basque
Energy Cluster in a presentation carried out by Ms. Mireia Olave in early November 2020. The
meeting was attended by over 60 people.
It is worth mentioning that this initial video has been elaborated using graphic motions
technology. The idea was to have a first introductory video with interviews of the partners but
the difficulty to do it in a professional way (due to the impossibility of meeting because of the
pandemic) made the consortium to opt for this alternative.

3.4

Communication material

The general information package contains four elements that are being used for
communicating general aspects of the project throughout all activities.
Standard presentation
A general presentation of the project has been developed (M3), to be used by all partners as
a main information deck for all their communication activities.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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Figure 10 – INNTERESTING standard presentation

Infographics
In order to communicate complex information effectively and in an eye-catching format four
infographics were to be developed to demonstrate key concepts, interoperability issues, best
practices, and results.
It was decided to develop a general infographics for the whole project and a specific one per
case study. The first one has been finished in time but the other three are work-in-progress
and expected to be finished in early 2021.

Figure 11 – INNTERESTING general infographics

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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Brochures
Brochures are used to provide additional information on printed material for trade fairs and
other events for all partners to distribute individually to potential end-users and other
stakeholders.
As planned, two brochures have been developed in this first year:
•
•

A general brochure (available in M4).
A specific brochure designed to attract organizations to participate in the sustainability
advisory group.

Figure 12 – INNTERESTING general brochure

Project roll-up
A roll-up giving the key facts and outputs of the project has been designed and made available
in M6 for all consortium members to produce and use themselves.

3.5

Articles in general media

Two articles have been published in 2020, which have focused on showing an overview of the
project and on some key events of the project.
A first article focused on the kick-off of the project was published in the Innovation Quarterly
Bulleting of WindEurope, the European association of the wind energy sector. This is probably
one of the most focused and reaching media for wind energy projects in Europe.
On the 30th of July 202, a key article was published in Wind Energy Network, one of the most
relevant magazines in the wind energy sector. The "Industry News" section included a piece
about INNTERESTING with background, development and expectations of the project.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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Figure 13 – Issue of Wind Energy Network with INNTERESTING article

3.6

Social media

INNTERESTING has built up a social community by means of project posts on relevant and
existing social networks, contributing to raise awareness and maintain the visibility on activities
and achievements. Twitter has been used to support communication towards the general
public while LinkedIn for professional exchanges. YouTube has also been used to advertise
the project introductory video.

Figure 14 – Presence of INNTERESTING in social media

Key messages were extracted from video and public deliverables D1.1 & D6.1 in order to be
able to produce information and images that could gather the interest from the audience.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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The INNTERESTING consortium started using these channels in M1 and has clearly exceeded
the goals of 20 tweets and 10 news items on LinkedIn annually.

3.7

Press releases and short features

Press releases linked to specific project milestones have been released through corporate
channels or other (digital/printed) media, at local, national and international level. In particular,
one press release was shared at the beginning of the project, with a relevant presence in up
to 21 national and international media (e.g. EnergyGlobal, ReNews).
Moreover, 16 short feature stories have been disseminated using other media outlets, mainly
CORDIS News. The general overview of the project might be found in the following link:
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/851245

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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4

Dissemination activities

This chapter describes the activities carried out related to specialist audiences (Scientific
Outreach, Stakeholder Group, Newsletter, Events and Networking).
Key dissemination activities have been informed to INEA (mostly using twitter) so that it could
use its channels to increase the reach of the project. Dissemination material has been
published in a repository at the INNTERESTING project website.

4.1

Scientific Outreach

Scientific Outreach includes all dissemination activities that are focused on the scientific
community or in the research units of the industrial community. Three different activities are
considered: scientific papers, participation in scientific conferences & workshops, and
collaboration with PhD Thesis.
Scientific papers
No scientific papers were considered in the first twelve months of the project as there has been
no time to generate them. Until the end of the project, the INNTERESTING consortium expects
to publish 11 scientific papers.
Participation in scientific conferences & workshops
INNTERESTING has participated in two conferences and one workshop:
•
•
•

C: EERA JP Wind & SETWind Online Annual Event 2020 (16th of September).
C: Wind energy Hamburg (3rd of December).
W: Basque Energy Cluster Wind Energy Working Group meeting (12th of November).

It is worth noting the presence of INNTERESTING in Wind Energy Hamburg, the main
international event for the wind energy sector in 2019, in a virtual edition where participation
was especially complex due to scarcity of opportunities.

Figure 15 – Presentation of INNTERESTING in Wind Energy Hamburg

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 851245.
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All presentations were carried out by Ms. Mireia Olave (IKERLAN), coordinator of the project.
Collaboration with PhD Thesis
INNTERESTING partners have also pursued the dissemination of its results by collaborating
with PhD and MSc students in the development of their thesis. In this sense, 5 PhD students
have benefitted from collaborating with the INNTERESTING project and its researchers.
•
•
•
•
•

PhD candidate: Nathan Dwek (KU Leuven) - Development of digital twins of
mechatronic systems for condition monitoring.
PhD candidate: Maialen Areitioaurtena (IKERLAN) - Numerical simulation of the
induction hardening process.
PhD candidate: Julen Manterola (IKERLAN) - Development of advanced methods to
characterise the fracture behaviour of flexible bonded joints.
PhD candidate: Leoluca Scurria (SIEMENS) - Development and validation of modelling
techniques for lubricated contacts.
PhD candidate: Roberta Cumbo (SIEMENS) - SINCRO: a general Strategy for load
and parameter IdentificatioN for heliCopter main ROtor system.

It needs to be mentioned that the PhD candidates reported in 2020 are not funded by the
INNTERESTING project but their research and results are instrumental to the knowledge buildup needed to achieve the INNTERESTING objectives.
In particular, from Siemens, the PhD of Leoluca Scurria and Roberta Cumbo focusing
respectively on bearing simulation and estimation technology have supported the knowledge
build-up useful for INNTERESTING. These PhD candidates are fully funded by the regional
Flemish funding agency VLAIO.
A further description of the respective thesis is available from the project consortium.

4.2

Stakeholder Group

Activity regarding the Stakeholder Group participation is detailed in Deliverable 7.3 “Report on
Stakeholder Engagement and Activity (M12)”.
As a summary, for the purpose of matching the support of the Stakeholder Group to the specific
needs of the project, it was divided into two separated groups: Technical AG and Sustainability
AG.
The Technical Advisory Groups is formed by seven experts from the top organizations related
to the purpose of the project: 3 turbine manufacturers (Siemens Gamesa, Vestas, GE), 2 testsites (ORE Catapult, LORC), 1 certification body (DNV-GL) and 1 windfarm developer
(IBERDROLA). Recently, an additional test-site (SIRRIS) has requested to join the committee.
This group had a first meeting the 9th of September, which was considered as a great success
by the consortium for the input gathered and the high level of participation from experts. In fact,
although an annual meeting was considered originally, the participants requested to have more
active participation, which is currently being considered by the consortium.
The Sustainability Advisory Group is formed by 30 participants and had its main meeting on
the 10th of September. The input was very helpful, especially for the work done under WP6
“Environmental, social and economic assessment”. Further participation is expected to happen
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on an individual basis or by the usual channels for communication with the INNTERESTING
project.

4.3

Newsletter

Two newsletters have been issued to provide information on project progress and results, as
well as on stakeholder activity.
The first issue (M6) has given visibility to the project by providing an overview of the objectives,
presenting the partners involved and outlining the expected results. The second issue, at the
end of the first project year (M12), has focused on reporting the activities carried out during the
second semester.

Figure 16 – Front page of INNTERESTING first newsletter

These newsletters have been released on the project website and social media in order to
improve project visibility. They have also been emailed to consortium partners that have in turn
distributed it, when available, to their own contact groups.
•
•
•
•
•

BEC: Wind Energy Working Group
IKERLAN: Twitter account
KU LEUVEN: Twitter, LinkedIn & Facebook Accounts
VITO: VITO-PULSE & TamTam (EnergyVille)
VTT: IEA TCP Wind

In total, the newsletters have reached up to 10,000 people, of which approximately 1,000 are
specialist contacts involved in the development of wind energy.
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4.4

Events and networking
Presence in international trade fairs

The INNTERESTING project and its result have been disseminated in two of the most relevant
wind energy international trade fairs that have taken place in 2020:
•

Wind Energy Hamburg 2020 (Europe) – as explained above.

•

Fukushima Renewable Energy International Fair 2020 (Japan)

Figure 17 – Participation of INNTERESTING in REIF 2020

In the case of REIF 2020, the project was present in the stand of the Basque Energy Cluster
by means of brochures and roll-up in the stand wall, as well as showing the introductory video
on a TV screen. It was also introduced in the main event seminar in the presentation of Mr.
Marcos Suárez (Basque Energy Cluster).
Final project conference
A final conference will be organized at the end of the project to communicate and explain the
project results and to promote them towards wind energy stakeholders, policy makers,
standardization bodies and other public entities at national and EU levels.
No actions were planned or needed along 2020 regarding this conference.

4.5

Liaison activities

INNTERESTING aims to maximize the impact of its dissemination activities by cooperation
with other European projects or organization connected to the topics of the project. In this
sense, participation in the WindEurope innovation bulletin was the first connection with the
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main European wind energy association. Also, the Basque Energy Cluster introduced
INNTERESTING to its partners in ELBE, an alliance of seven leading European clusters in
offshore renewable energy.
No liaison activities were carried out during 2020 with other European projects although a
potential collaboration with the OPEN DEI project (https://www.opendei.eu/) is currently under
consideration by the INNTERESTING consortium.
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